Ridiculously Rich
Truly Wealthy?

Or

It’s more than just money.

James F. (Buddy) Thomas, Jr.

Destination or Journey?

Wealth - True Wealth - and the freedom and fulfillment it brings…
can it happen suddenly, in a single event?

…or is it conditional, requiring perspective, awareness, and action?
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A Tale of
Two Athletes
In 1998 an outstanding collegiate athlete
signed a record $34.25 million contract with
a professional sports team. Five years
later all of the money was gone! Since
then, he has been married, divorced, and
imprisoned. A life that’s anything but rich.
That same year, another athlete, playing the
same sport and position, signed a similar
contract. To date he has made over $250
million and still counting; and, he is gratefully
married with children.
When asked about their early success at the
time, the first was quoted as saying
something to the effect of, “I’m good, and I
deserve this.”
The second one simply said; “Now I’m going
to have to earn it.”
The first thought he had “arrived”; while
the second realized it was only “another
step” along a much longer journey.
The God-given talent of these two athletes
was remarkably similar, yet their individual
perspective, and how they managed their
lives after they hit it big were dramatically
different.
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Money
How much money is enough to be happy? How much is too much? Do you ever really “arrive”
financially? Is money really the root of all evil?

What determines whether you become ridiculously (ludicrously,
preposterously, outrageously, unreasonably) rich…or truly (truthfully,
genuinely, accurately) wealthy?
I have been working as a personal financial advisor and family office director to multimillionaire families since the early 1980’s, and you may be surprised at the answers.
From the contrasting outcomes in the true story above, and many more like them, it’s obvious
there is much more to being truly wealthy than simply money alone. Don’t get me wrong money, and the freedom and opportunities it provides is a major aspect of wealth.
Most people who respect and know money, in its basic form, understand it is simply a tool; a
great, potentially dangerous tool, which can very easily do more harm than good. They also
know there is much more to being rich. Being truly wealthy requires more than just making or
having plenty of money.
The more money you have, the more freedom you have. Plenty of money also reveals and
magnifies who you are, what you value, and your ability to handle your expanded liberty. If the
definition of financial security is having enough money to meet your basic needs, then what is
beyond? Is that all there is, or is there more to it?

From my observations, True Wealth has two additional,
and arguably more important, ingredients.
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Wisdom
We have all heard the saying: “A fool and his money…are soon parted.”

The opposite of a fool, is a Sage…

Someone who shows good judgment
...One with Wisdom.
Knowing the difference between having “made it”, and realizing we are all
on a never-ending journey is a function of wisdom - a context and understanding of how life actually works.
Among the traits of the truly wealthy people and families I’ve encountered
lies a common point of view – the realization that to be happy we are all on
a continuous life-long path; and, we all have the choice to either repeatedly
and persistently stay on that path…or not.

Financial success rarely just happens. More often than not it
is the result of some family member’s big-picture vision,
well-thought-through plan, and persistent execution.
This is not to say that plans always work out the way we envision them,
because they rarely do. However, it is the plan that gets us moving in the
right direction, and it is the plan and its variety of adaptations that keeps us
going until we reach our goal and experience our desired outcome.
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Plan and Path
It is the plan, and the milestones we set on our way, that let us know
how we are doing, and whether we are getting closer or further
away from where we want to be. It is within the plan, where we find
ourselves making progress, in trouble, or off track.
It is while working the plan that we learn and build upon our
knowledge and our experience, the basic elements of wisdom. The
planning, implementation, and adaptation process helps us develop
and gain the wisdom necessary to make our next move, and the next,
and the next.
Effective progress can be made following a simple, three-step,
repeatable process: Plan-Execute-Prosper. First we plan (organize,
prioritize, project), then we execute (implement, measure, adapt) and
persevere until we realize our desired outcome, prosperity (a new
level of being).
Then what? Only the uninformed think they are ever finished. The
wise know differently. They know life goes on, that true wealth is not,
and cannot be a destination, because, as life itself, it is a continuous
journey.

The Truly Wealthy understand the path
to prosperity is a cycle

Plan – Execute – Prosper…Repeat.
From one level of prosperity, they go on to establish a new vision from
their new prosperous perspective. From this new vantage point, with
newly acquired additional resources and a new level of wisdom, new
plans can be developed, new milestones set, and new actions taken.
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The
Cycle of
Prosperity

The graphic above represents the continuous cycle of prosperity.
Beginning at the top with an idea or vision of a better life we…

PLAN for a future bigger than our past.
We lay out our path and establish milestones along the way to our
desired outcome, then we…

EXECUTE doing the necessary work to get us there.
Upon realizing our vision, we…

PROSPER and enjoy our new level of success and view.
Success breeds success, and the wise…

REPEAT the process.
Viewing the cycle from the top down it appears to be a circle. In reality, it
is an upward spiral, a combination of Money and Wisdom, which can be
continuously repeated and passed along.
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Love
At this point you might think, “I get it. Money and Wisdom, and a neverending cycle of prosperity.” Though some have lived their lives with these
priorities, the question arises, what about Love?
An individual and family journey of prosperity for prosperity’s sake is still
missing something. Psychologists refer to it as a need to self-actualize, a
quest for spiritual enlightenment and the desire to help others.
This human tendency introduces a quest for purpose, internal purpose
(spiritual enlightenment) and external purpose (helping others). The light in
enlightenment is the realization that…it’s not all about you.

Families seeking True Wealth have Purpose…a desire
to do more for others than for themselves.
Another word for putting others before self is Love.

Whether it is your family, your employees, your country, or your favorite
cause, the motivation to help others is more powerful, more enduring, more
satisfying, and eminently more productive than self-indulgence.
Within this context, living for the benefit of others is a much bigger picture. It
is a much greater journey than simply making-it for ourselves alone. It
becomes our legacy. When we step back and think about it—really think
about it—we all live our legacies each and every day by doing what we do.
Our legacy is not so much determined by how we want to be remembered.
The way we will be remembered is by the way we actually care for others
today, while we are alive.

Money matters, but our legacy is built on the way we authentically love
and care for others, not merely the amount of money we leave behind.
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Priorities
When we think of wealth one of the first things we think of is money.
Sometimes the thought of a wealthy family leader may also conjure up the
persona of someone with enough Wisdom to manage it all. But Love?

Money, Wisdom…Love?
We rarely associate Wealth with Love, or
True Love with Money.
Why Not?
Is it possible to be Truly Wealthy with very little money? Saint Mother
Theresa’s Love and Wisdom come to mind. She cared for those without
money and had none of her own. It is important to note, she was an
excellent fundraiser who attracted and directed vast sums of money, raised
on behalf of her cause…to help the poor she so dearly cared for.
She understood the magnifying power of the tool of Money; and, she had her
priorities straight. She began with a Love for the poor, and utilized her
Wisdom to accumulate and use Money to help them.
True Wisdom is not restricted to official saints. Many family and community
leaders (some saints in their own right), limited in what they can do for others
because of their lack of resources, are Truly Wealthy with very little Money.
They call on their Wisdom, powered by their Love of family or community, to
sacrifice and help each individual member be the best they can be.

Could it be that True Wealth is impossible
without Love?
Might the proper order be…Love

Wisdom, Money?
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Six Killers

&

Six Laws

While it is imperative to have a Plan and Path and have our Priorities straight, it is also
important to understand that there are powerful forces at work counteracting our efforts to
protect and grow our family Love, Wisdom, and Money.

SIX KILLERS

Over the years, we have identified six distinct
enemies, literal killers of True Family Wealth
that must be overcome in order to get on, and
stay on, the Path to successful continuous
Family Wealth growth.
These relentless forces affect every family,
regardless of who we are or what we have.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Negative Cash Flow
Bad Investment Policy
Vague Purpose
Taxes
Bad Advice
Distraction/Burnout

It is important to note that each of these
Family Wealth Killers acting alone can
destroy lifetimes of effort by current and
previous generations. Therefore, each
should be taken seriously. While managing
them individually is challenging enough,

SIX LAWS

handling the relentless combination of two or
more at a time is additionally onerous.
To deal with these formidable opponents,
we have observed families on the path to
True Wealth following a set of Six Laws,
each providing the antidote to their

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Law
Law
Law
Law
Law
Law

of
of
of
of
of
of

Cash Flow
Portfolio
Legacy
Taxation
Advice
Persistence/Balance

negative counterpart.
For more information about these and other Family Wealth strategies visit:
http://www.superplan.com
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Practical
Application
As easy as it may be to understand the Cycle of Prosperity process, the priorities of Love,
Wisdom, Money, and Six Killers and Six Laws, the Practical Application, day after day, year
after year, has proven to be difficult, if not impossible for most families. The disparity between
the “Haves” (those fortunate enough to understand and apply this information) and the “HaveNots” (those who can’t or don’t), is widespread, literally embedded within the human condition.

70% of inheriting generations, regardless of how much they inherit, will
consume their bequests during their lifetimes leaving the following
generation to fend for themselves.
In the English-speaking countries this phenomenon is known as
“shirtsleeves-to-shirtsleeves in three generations.”
For those who are capable of following the path to True Family Wealth but don’t, it appears to
be a natural tendency to ignore this valuable information. Alarmingly, most significant monetary
lump-sum distributions are either squandered or consumed within four years of the event,
leaving the family financial condition the same or worse than it was beforehand.
Overcoming this inherent human tendency is a matter of awareness, commitment, and action.
Those families I have encountered who are succeeding in managing their affairs in a way that
promotes the continuous, healthy growth of their Family Wealth enrich their fiscal journey with
heavy doses of Love and Wisdom.

The question is, when it comes to your family and your journey,
what can be done now…and where do you begin?
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True
Family
Wealth

The Family Wealth
Continuum

The Path Ahead
The vast majority of personal wealth is family
wealth, where one generation or another
(sometimes multiple generations) shepherds
the family Love, Wisdom, and Money in such
a way as to accumulate significant influence
and capital. Such multigenerational wealth
does not just happen.
By their nature, successful families are
adept at managing the basic Plan- ExecuteProsper-Repeat cycle of incremental wealth
building. We have also discovered another
common trait among those on the path to
true Family Wealth. They tend to follow a
much broader, longer-range wealth building
cycle – five stages we refer to as, the

Family Wealth Continuum.

Your Values
Your Vision
Your Goals

The graphic of the Family Wealth Continuum above
begins at the bottom and evolves upward and
clockwise as your family wealth increases.

Continuum Stages
Accumulator - Initially, working their way
toward financial independence, the family
builds wealth during this stage.
Harvester - As the family accumulates
sufficient capital to support their lifestyle they
enjoy this stage.
Steward - Some realize there is more to the
journey than simply harvesting. For them, the
next step in Family Wealth development is a
new perspective, a context much bigger than
their generation.
Survivor - Eventually a family patriarch or
matriarch passes on leaving the Survivor to
carry on with the additional challenges that
Family Wealth transition brings.
Heir - Upon the passing of the Survivor, one
cycle ends and another begins. Fortunate
Heirs build upon the previous generation’s
momentum, carry on the family values, and
enhance the family vision.
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Your Family’s Unique
Aspects and Challenges
Life is lived one day at a time, one stage at a time. All any of us can do is to focus on
where we are, our present situation, and do all we can to make the best of it respecting
our Values, and focusing on our Vision in a way to realize our Goals.

Each stage on the Continuum has its own
dangers and oopportunities
to encounter today
before moving on to the next.
The continuum is similar to the human life cycle: infancy-childhood- adolescenceadulthood-parenthood-infancy-etc. Most families begin with very little (infancy) and
embark on the path as…

Accumulators

and direct their efforts with a Vision of building wealth.

Upon realizing their Goal to assure family financial independence, they become,

Harvesters

who stop to enjoy the fruits of their labors.

At this point something happens. Many families also realize there is additional work
to be done. They recall how difficult the journey has been for them. They see the
next generation struggling with the concept of having money without the wisdom of
the “hard knocks” they experienced on their own journey.
They see this next generation experience it’s unique situations, challenges,
problems, dangers, and opportunities that they themselves never encountered.
They feel obliged, for the sake of the family Values, to lend a hand and do what they
can to help. In time, the next generation formulates their own new Vision of the
future; new family Goals can be built upon common family Values.
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True Family Wealth
Beyond Financial Security
Those who understand the implications of what is happening to them as a family develop
a new awareness about True Family Wealth, awareness far beyond their own financial
security. They begin to see themselves as

Stewards, caretakers appreciating the intrinsic value of what they have built.
The more deeply stewards look, the more they realize the implications of what they have
built, and what it can do to, and for, others. With Love, Wisdom, Money and careful
planning and execution, Stewards sense the potential for great things. They also realize
that without such diligence and attention, future tragedies are likely if not inevitable.
When the family unit is led by a couple, they also know that eventually the

Survivor, widow or widower, will be left to carry on.
Life and family issues will keep on happening, and shepherding the family, formerly a
two-person effort, will fall upon the one left behind.
The cycle of prosperity continues, Plan-Execute-Prosper-Repeat, but only when the
Survivor is willing, capable, and prepared.
Eventually, ready or not, the Survivor passes on, and with whatever is left behind, the
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Family Wealth
The Next Generation

Heirs step in. It is the natural order of things.
The effort the previous generation put into helping them prepare for their new roles will go a long
way toward whether or not they will also choose the path of true family wealth.

What is Your Primary Role Now?
Accumulator? Harvester?
Steward? Survivor?
Heir?
It is not unusual for people to experience more than one role at a time. Harvesters can still be
Accumulating. Stewards and Survivors are usually still Harvesting. And, Heirs may be both
Accumulating and Harvesting while being Stewards.
Knowing your current roles and which is dominant brings a sensitivity of purpose and a heightened
clarity to decision-making.
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Action Item

Your Primary Role
Take a moment to review the following five-stage categories (Accumulator, Harvester, Steward,
Survivor, Heir) and identify your primary situation. Doing so will add a helpful context from which
otherwise difficult decisions will be easier to make.
For example, if you know your primary role is Accumulator, even though you may be
Harvesting a little, it may be a relief to know that what you are consuming is freeing you up to
focus on what is most important at this time, to accumulate and build more capital.

Which persona best describes your current situation?
Accumulator – You are in a primary

Harvester - Your wealth and ability to

growth phase, an extremely busy and

control your schedule brings new freedom,

usually lengthy period, immersed in work,

opportunities, complexities, taxes, and

raising your family, instilling the values of

challenges to your values; and, your

love, developing wisdom, managing precious

investment policy requires a change from

cash flow, and building a capital base for the

asset accumulation to asset protection and

future. Typical major concerns are:

deployment. Typical major concerns are:

•

Quality Family Time

•

Deploying Investment Income

•

Earning Lifestyle Income

•

Risk Management

•

Asset Accumulation and Growth

•

Tax Reduction
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Steward - Your focus turns to family

Survivor

matters and values, the responsibilities of

phase, you settle your spouse’s estate;

wealth transfer, ways to support the

focus on taking care of yourself, maintaining

community, the effects of estate taxes,

your independence and managing change

transfer costs and complexities, and passing

and grief, and advancing the family legacy.

the baton. Typical major concerns are:

Typical major concerns are:

•

Family Governance

•

Personal Independence

•

Health and Well Being

•

Estate Settlement

•

Asset Protection

•

Asset Transfer

Heir

- Through this transition

- In the regeneration phase, you are grateful to receive and protect the legacy, build

upon the past, invent the future, and begin the cycle anew amid thoughts of how to carry on.
Typical major concerns are:
•

Family Legacy

•

Estate Settlement

•

Lifestyle Cash Flow Adjustment

The above insights should give you a new understanding and clarity of your relative position
and enable you to better face the decisions at hand and in the days to come.
As with any other journey, all progress begins with knowing where you are and what is
important to you before you take your next step.

Regardless of your current position on the

Family Wealth Continuum

there is always a next best step.
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Action Item – Next Step

The endless possibilities of the Cycle of Prosperity; the priorities of Love, Wisdom, Money; Six
Killers and Six Laws; and, a Continuum for your Values, Vision, and Goals make up the proven
formula used by others on the path to True Family Wealth. Now you have it.
Every journey begins with the very next step. Knowing where you are and how to get to where you
want to go is essential perspective. However, what you do now and who you turn to for
assistance will impact your journey along the way and determine the outcome in your future.

What’s your next step?
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Learn
More

This eBook, and the series of eBooks that follow, have
been derived from my latest book, Love, Wisdom, Money
– Six Laws of Truly Wealthy Families.
Each eBook focuses on the challenges families
face within the various stages of the Family Wealth
Continuum cycle. They will help you recognize the
specifics of what is most important to you and explore
what other families have done and are doing to mitigate
the dangers and capitalize on the opportunities at hand.
For access to the other eBooks or more information
on how you and your family can purposefully and
continuously Plan, Execute, and Prosper, please visit our
website http://www.superplan.com or contact us directly:
Superior Planning, Inc.,
4275 Executive Square,
Suite 990
La Jolla, CA 92037
858-546-1046
planning@superplan.com

James F. (Buddy) Thomas, Jr. is the Founder and Chief Planning Officer of Superior Planning, Inc., a
pioneering family wealth guidance firm that has been advising a variety of financially independent
families since 1982.
He is the creator of the Superplan®, an innovative family wealth and relationship management system
that provides the benefits of affordable family office services formerly only available to the super-rich.
Mr. Thomas is also the author of:
The Widow’s Bridge: The Surviving Spouses Guide to Emotional and Financial Well-Being
The Coming Widow Boom: What You and Your Loved Ones Can Do to Prepare for the Unthinkable”.
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